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TITLE OF CME ACTIVITY:

TELEDERM 2008

DATE:

October 16th – 18th, 2008

In 2006 the inaugural World Conference of Teledermatology
was held in Graz, Austria and as a result of its success we are
fortunate to again join together in discussion of research and
clinical experiences in this field. It was only two years ago that
dermatologists were first given the opportunity to share their
successes and shortcomings in teledermatology in person and
it is with excited anticipation that we wait to reveal the
progress that has been made in the relatively short time since.

Delegate Name:
Qualification:
Specialty:

The Venue
Offering a fusion of rich South Indian design cues and
classic European elegance, the Taj Coromandel gives
guests the best of both worlds - business and leisure in the
heart of the city. A preferred venue of Heads of state,
royalty, and the who's who of the corporate world, this
hotel is a member of the exclusive "Leading Hotels of the
World". This hotel is named after the Coromandel tree,
called Kalpavriksh in Tamil, which has the power to grant any wish to a person under its
shade, or in the case of Taj Coromandel, any guest who visits the hotel.

President's Reception
The International Society of Teledermatology is pleased to have been a significant
driving force behind the coordination of these conferences. Since its establishment
in 2004, the society has provided the dermatologists of the world with an interactive
discussion forum for the exchange of knowledge and expertise. In my role as
President I am pleased to have witnessed a significant increase in the numbers and
diversity of members and am thrilled with the level of acceptance demonstrated by
the wider dermatology community.
Indeed, the visual nature of dermatology coupled with the increasingly ubiquitous
nature of telecommunication technologies around the world, puts teledermatology
at the forefront of future diagnostic and treatment options. Through embracing
such a system, consultants are provided with a reliable basis for second opinion and
in this way teledermatology has the ability to revolutionise primary care and remote
medicine.

Hospital Attached:
Medical Council Registration Number:
Correspondence Address:

Phone Number
Clinic/Hospital:

Residence

Mobile Number
E Mail ID

Registration fees (INR 350) for AACME certificate can be deposited along with the form to the organizers at the venue or can be sent directly to
Indegene Life systems. Please send DD in Name of Indegene Life systems Pvt Limited along with this form.
Address – AACME Cell, Indegene Life systems Pvt Limited, 271, 14th Cross, Indiranagar 2nd Stage, Bangalore – 38,
Tel +91-80-40787777, Fax +91-80-41267704

Announcement

·

General Assembly of the
International Society of
Teledermatology
2nd World Congress of
TeleDermatology &
1st National Conference of the
Indian Society of TeleDermatology
(INSTED)
Hotel Taj Coromandel, Chennai,
India

·

16th October 2008, 16.00 to 17.00 hours

TODAY'S PROGRAMME

Sponsored by Messrs. Micro Labs

Agenda
* Welcome
* Status of the ISTD - Call for
attendance
* Affirmation of protocol of last
general assembly
* Report of the treasurer
* Election of Society
representatives
* New board members and new
members
* Discussion of membership fee
* The platform - The Community
for Teledermatology |
Dermatology
* Programme for 2009 & 2010
* Future Meetings
- EADV Congress Berlin 2009
- 3rd World TD Congress
Amsterdam/The Netherlands,
2010
* Miscellaneous
H. Peter Soyer
(President)
Gerald Gabler
(Secretary)
INSTED
It is estimated that India is the cradle of
e-health in Asia. That certainly gives us
the edge to form the Indian Society of
Teledermatology (INSTED) and
enhance skin health globally, to make
Teledermatology help in the following
three ways:

·

To the patient, it is almost a
home-delivery of health care
To the referring doctor, it is
empowerment of his service
To the organization, it is
efficiency-improvement

The genesis of INSTED:
The following mail was sent to a group
of like-minded dermatologists on 11th
March 2008
'While we are just out of the heat of
DERMACON 2007, and feeling the
warmth of our success, some coolheaded thinking has currently brought
'Telemedicine' to the forefront. As
dermatologists, we are the best to
contribute to this section of Medicine
with our skills of being visual
specialists. It would be good to
transform this idea from being visual
specialists to also 'virtual practice'.
Hence the genesis of this concept of
teledermatology and the
conceptualization of the Indian Society
of Teledermatology (ISTD). It is
recommended that all of us visit the
International Society of
Te l e d e r m a t o l o g y, a t
www.telederm.org. We can find at this
site that several countries have formed
their own National Society and are
affiliated to the international society.
Needless to say, that we are a bit late.
But it is better late than never to form
the ISTD and to join the international
mainstream. As a consequence of the
aforesaid, it is planned to form a core
group and get started with the
formation of the ISTD at Chennai. The
group includes, as you can see in the
address bar, those who have been able
to work together with mutual
understanding for the last couple of
years. This has no implied bearing on
those who are currently not included.
We will have to get started and all
others will soon join us to take it
forward. This core group will meet on

18th March 2007 at 7.00 pm sharp at
Hotel Green Park, Chennai to work out
the logistics and confederate the
Indian Society of Teledermatology. You
have always been a source of constant
help and are sincerely interested in
teaching and practicing newer skills of
our specialty. You are earnestly
requested to be present at this meeting
and to contribute your inputs towards
t h e I S T D . P l e a s e re a d t h e
Memorandum of association attached,
and suggest modifications if any.
Looking forward to meeting all of
you'.
The core group met on 18th March
2007 and worked out the logistics to
confederate the Indian Society of
Teledermatology. The Executive
Board consisting of the fourteen
members was formed. The New 14
member Society born on 18th March
2007 has now grown as a big family of
more than 180 members, thanks to all
the enthusiastic and zealous
dermatologists.
Proposal to host World Congress of
Teledermatology
At the meeting of the European
Academy of Dermatology and
Venereology held at Vienna in May
2007, Prof.Jayakar Thomas, President
of INSTED proposed and offered to
organize the 2nd WCTD in Chennai in
2008.

be a part of this prestigious event,
along with the First national
Conference of INSTED, TELEDERM
2008 was planned to be held for 3 days
from 16th to 18th October 2008, at
Hotel Taj Coromandel, Chennai, India.
“Healthy present and healthier future”
- the theme of our Congress should be
a reminder of the fact that many of the
present achievements of our specialty
are based on the regulation of diverse
elements into an integrated and
harmonious operation and the
exchange of knowledge at global level.

Committee

Anandan S

Dhanalakshmi UR

Jayaraaman AM

Anandan V

Amudha M

Frederick Manuel

Jayakumar S

Madhu R

Parvathi Padmanabhan

First MILE STONE in the history of
INSTED - The 2nd WCTD/TELEDERM
2008
With the co-operation of the EB and
other members of INSTED, the
constant, instant and unflinching
support of the President of ISTD, and
the encouragement from
dermatologists all over the globe who
readily accepted and came forward to

Parveen B

Shobana S

Prabhavathy D

Srinivasan MS

Rashmi Mittal

Vijayabhaskar C
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Teledermatology - an established tool for
delivering specialty care
With lowering costs of digital cameras with excellent
resolution and videoconferencing equipment, cheaper
telecommunications line costs and widespread
internet access, remote monitoring of dermatologic
conditions is increasing, according to Anne Burdick,
Associate Dean for Telemedicine and Clinical
Outreach, US.
'Practitioners of telemedicine in the dermatology community have created a
body of research literature that is unsurpassed by any other specialty. These
teledermatologists reported enhanced patient access to specialty care with
decreased waiting time for consultation, good diagnostic reliability and high
patient satisfaction with both store-and-forward and real-time telemedicine',
says Anne Burdick, who is also Professor of Dermatology at the University of
Miami, US
In her keynote address Dr. Anne Burdick will mention about how the
American Academy of Dermatology Association provides information on
standards that are applicable worldwide and also on credentialing, licensure
and reimbursement that are unique to the U.S. The American Telemedicine
Association Special Interest Group on Teledermatology developed
“Guidelines and Best Practices,” a comprehensive approach to clinical,
technical and administrative aspects of delivering remote dermatologic care,
adds Dr. Burdick.
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Message from ISTD Secretary
Dear attendees of the Teledermatology Congress in
Chennai!
As secretary of the International Society of
Teledermatology (ISTD) it's a great pleasure for me to
send some words to you as attendees of the congress.
We are happy to be hosted by the Indian Society of
Teledermatology and I send my appreciation to the
colleagues for venturing to organize the WCTD in
Chennai this year. Telemedicine, and especially
Teledermatology, seem projected to boom in the next
decade. It is probably one of the most common
applications of telemedicine. I am confident you will all go away from this meeting
with a good understanding of where telemedicine is headed and what you should
prepare for Only a few words on the ISTD: It was founded 2003 and is an incentive
of the European Teledermatology Society following the European
Teledermatology Congress in Graz (Austria) 2003. As you will be aware, a
purpose of the ISTD is the comprehensive promotion of teledermatology by
organizing scientific congresses and educational courses and also the support of
national societies, teledermatology projects and those of individuals working in
the teledermatology field. One of the most important projects is the telederm.org
platform (www.telederm.org) - The community for Teledermatology. It is aimed
at promoting the exchange of knowledge and expertise on a worldwide basis and
also hosts to a number of other teledermatology projects; one of the most recent
of which is africa.telederm.org, the Africa teledermatology project.
I am looking forward to meeting you together with our Indian colleagues in
Chennai and I am sure that the joint congress will be a superb event in any way.
Personally I feel very excited to visit the Indian subcontinent for the first time in
my life.
Best wishes from Austria!
Gerald Gabler
Secretary of the International Society of Teledermatology
www.teledermatology-society.org

TELEDERM 2008 – a sweet challenge!
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New technology with more sensitive
potential.

TELEDERM 2008 – A dream come true!

Announcement
Annual General Body Meeting
of Indian Society of Teledermatology
th
on 17 October 2008, at 4.00 p.m.
at 'The Ball Room', Hotel Taj Coromandel

We are indeed honoured to be the organizers of the 2nd
World Congress of Teledermatology in Chennai in
2008.
The Indian Society of Teledermatology (INSTED) has
grown remarkably in numbers and quality in the last 20
months. Equipped with well-organized structures and
rich experiences in organizing national and international
congresses, we are ready to host the 2nd World
Congress of Teledermatology in Chennai along with the
First National Conference of INSTED.
We assure you all that the congress will be well-blended with informative, useful
scientific programs as well as exciting, "uniquely Indian" social and tour programs.
You will never be disappointed for giving Chennai an opportunity to host the 2nd
WCTD.
Chennai is a city with ample friendship and hospitality. During the congress, you
will experience a variety of cultural charms from exquisite cuisines to the ' South
Indian' hospitality.
We believe that this WCTD 2008 gives us an opportunity to meet and discuss
with dermatologists from various global regions. The scientific program of the
congress will cover a number of topics and provide comprehensive and up-todate dermatology.
We believe this social and scientific experience will help you learn new
information on dermatology and make new friends. We know autumn in Chennai
is very beautiful and we hope you will enjoy the WCTD in Chennai.
Namaskar, welcome to Incredible India, where culture echoes, tradition speaks,
beauty enthralls and diversity delights. Bounded by the majestic Himalayan ranges
in the north and edged by an endless stretch of golden beaches, India is a vivid
kaleidoscope of landscapes, magnificent historical sites and royal cities, misty
mountain retreats, colourful people, rich cultures and festivities.

will further enhance the
importance and value of
teledermatology. My heartfelt
thanks toDr.Jayakar

Prof. Jayakumar S
I am extremely happy that the
Second World Congress of
Teledermatology is being
conducted at Chennai.
I am sure the conference
will provide an appropriate
platform to dermatologists from
all over the world to come
together and share their
knowledge, skill and experience
which would be of great benefit to
young dermatolgists.

The timeless mystery and beauty of Singara Chennai (Beautiful Chennai) is waiting
for you - always warm and inviting, a place of infinite variety - one that favours you
with different facets of its fascination every time you visit India.

Thomas who took great effort to
make this happen in Chennai. I
really appreciate the hard and
sincere work put up by Dr.Jayakar
Thomas and Dr.Parimalam for the
smooth conduction of the
conference.
I extend my sincere and warm
greetings and felicitations to the
organizers and the delegates and
wish the conference a grand
success.

Dr.S.Jayakumar
Addl.Prof.of dermatology
Madras Medical College.
Chennai.

Teledermatology is a fast
growing field and this conference

Jayakar Thomas
Congress President

To The Hony General Secretary,
INDIAN SOCIETY OF TELEDERMATOLOGY,
No. 110, M.S. Koil Street, Royapuram,
Chennai - 600 013
India.

Copy of Postgraduate Diploma/Degree Certificate
Curriculum vitae
Two recent passport size photographs (Affix one and attach another with name on the reverse)
Demand Draft for Rs. 10,000.00 (US$ 500.00 for overseas applicants)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Proposer
Name and Membership No. of

Name and Address of Institution:

Fields of Interest:

Demand Draft details:
Amount:
Date and No.
Bank and Branch:
Draft should be drawn in favour of INDIAN SOCIETY OF TELEDERMATOLOGY payable at Chennai.
This form should be sent with the following:

Seconder
Mobile
Phone No: Residence
E mail id:
Fax:

Age:

Name:
Sex:

Congress Secretary

Date of Birth:

Dr. Parimalam Kumar

Address for communication:

Enjoy the Congress and your stay at Chennai.

1.
2.
3.
4.

I recall the words, 'To accomplish great things we must not only act but also
dream; not only plan but also believe'.

His new system using entirely web based technologies incorporates both the
existing models and in addition presents all possible information with clarity to the
clinician to optimise the accuracy of diagnosis. The system takes a full
standardised, comprehensive history using 3d body imagery to record the sites of
rashes and skin lesions. The information is then presented to the clinician in a
predominantly pictorial fashion to visualise the person's record. Furthermore, the
ability of the system to learn the construction of diagnoses through the timing and
relationship of symptoms, examinations and other factors in the history
constitutes intelligence that has the potential to support to the clinician either
locally or remotely in making the correct diagnosis. The full evaluation of this
potential will give new insight into the practice of healthcare professionals in
diagnosing and managing conditions to improve and standardise healthcare
whether in primary or secondary care or in the developed or developing world,
says Dr. Britton.

University

The challenges we faced were many - the selection of the Congress venue,
compiling the Scientific schedule, hospitality arrangements, fund-raising, etc.
Challenging indeed, but all of them met successfully by our team of experienced
members of the Organizing Committee. I am most thankful to all of them. But,
what was heart-touching were the encouraging words from Prof. Peter Soyer the
President of ISTD. Peter was at his elements in electronically saluting and
acknowledging every movement of the organizing job. We from the INSTED
today return his salute as we accomplish a well finished mission. The ultimate
measure of this man is not where he stood in moments of command and
convenience, but at moments of concern and crisis.

Year of Passing

Eye brows were raised and many questions were left unanswered. The INSTED
was not even three months old. Can we do it? The stout answer from our
President was 'Lets do it'. Known for his preaching, teaching, and reaching, Jayakar
Thomas led this task with his usual authority.

Post Graduate Qualification

May 2007: Prof. Jayakar Thomas, the President of the Indian Society of
Teledermatology (INSTED) returned from Vienna with the news that the
Executive Board of the International Society of Teledermatology (ISTD) had
selected Chennai, India as the venue for the 2nd World Congress of
Teledermatology!

Affix one photo
and attach
another with
your name on
the reverse

It is like a dream come true….

Membership Application form
(Please type)

To accomplish great things we must not only act but also
dream; not only plan but also believe.

Dr. James Britton, Consultant dermatologist, Hull &
East Yorkshire Hospitals Trust, introduces a new
“hosted” model for more sensitive practice of
Teledermatology. Currently, the processes involved in
diagnosing and managing dermatological conditions
includes the full assessment of symptoms, concomitant
and past medical conditions, medications, allergies, systematic enquiry of
symptoms as well as family, occupational and social histories. The location and
distribution of lesions or rashes on the body as part of the examination is crucially
important. The limits to the telemedical consultation for dermatology includes
the correct lighting and palpation of the skin.

INDIAN SOCIETY OF TELEDERMATOLOGY

The ultimate measure of man is not where he stands in
moments of command and convenience, but at moments
of concern and crisis.

JOIN THE INSTED
Application Form

Preaching, teaching, and reaching.

